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ABSTRACT
A large fraction of Gamma Ray Bursts (GRBs) displays an X-ray plateau phase within < 105 s
from the prompt emission, proposed to be powered by the spin-down energy of a rapidly spinning
newly born magnetar. In this work we use the properties of the Galactic neutron star population to
constrain the GRB-magnetar scenario. We re-analyze the X-ray plateaus of all Swift GRBs with known
redshift, between January 2005 and August 2014. From the derived initial magnetic field distribution
for the possible magnetars left behind by the GRBs, we study the evolution and properties of a
simulated GRB-magnetar population using numerical simulations of magnetic field evolution, coupled
with Monte Carlo simulations of Pulsar Population Synthesis in our Galaxy. We find that if the
GRB X-ray plateaus are powered by the rotational energy of a newly formed magnetar, the current
observational properties of the Galactic magnetar population are not compatible with being formed
within the GRB scenario (regardless of the GRB type or rate at z=0). Direct consequences would be
that we should allow the existence of magnetars and ”super-magnetars” having different progenitors,
and that Type Ib/c SNe related to Long GRBs form systematically neutron stars with higher initial
magnetic fields. We put an upper limit of ≤16 ”super-magnetars” formed by a GRB in our Galaxy
in the past Myr (at 99% c.l.). This limit is somewhat smaller than what roughly expected from Long
GRB rates, although the very large uncertainties do not allow us to draw strong conclusion in this
respect.
Subject headings: (stars:) gamma-ray burst: general — stars: magnetars — (stars:) pulsars: general
1. INTRODUCTION
Gamma Ray Bursts (GRBs) are one of the most ex-
treme and powerful transient phenomena in the Universe.
They are generally divided in two groups, which have
been proposed to have two distinctly different origins:
Long GRBs (LGRBs), connected to the Type Ib/c Core-
Collapse Supernovae, and Short GRBs (SGRBs), origi-
nating from the merger of two neutron stars or a neutron
star and a black hole.
Independently of the progenitor scenario, the prompt
γ-ray emission is followed by intense longer-wavelength
emission (afterglow). According to the standard ”Fire-
ball” theory, this radiation arises from the formation of a
blast wave, due to a relativistic outflow pushing through
the interstellar medium (Meszaros & Rees 1997; Sari,
Piran & Narayan 1998). In the past decade, thanks
to Swift, the sample of Long and Short GRBs with a
good multi-band monitoring of the afterglow became suf-
ficiently large to enable a statistical study of the after-
glow characteristics and energetics (Nousek et al. 2006;
O’Brien et al. 2006; Zhang et al. 2006; Willingale et
al. 2007; Evans et al. 2009; Dainotti et al. 2011b,
Margutti et al. 2013, Dainotti et al. 2015b). It was
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observed that most GRBs do not show a smooth decay
in X-ray flux after the prompt emission, as expected for a
pure fireball model, but present rather ubiquitous X-ray
plateaus at times < 105 s, eventually pointing to a con-
tinuos energy injection in the first hours/day after the
GRBs. These X-ray plateaus are generally interpreted
as due to: a newly-born rapidly-spinning magnetar (see
i.e. Metzger et al. 2011), an accreting black hole (see i.e.
Kumar et al. 2008) or a top-heavy jet evolution (Du-
ell & MacFadyen 2015). The similarity of these plateau
phases between the two classes of GRBs was ascribed
to a common injection scenario. The fluence of these
plateaus in both LGRBs and SGRBs is comparable with
that of the prompt emission (never lower than an order of
magnitude), and their luminosities and durations are ob-
served to be anti-correlated (Dainotti et al. 2008, 2010,
2011a,2013a; Rowlinson et al. 2013, 2014).
The latter correlation, combined with the fact that a
newly born magnetar could be formed either via the col-
lapse of a massive star (hence via a LGRB), or during
the merger of two neutron stars (hence via a SGRB),
motivated the interpretation of these X-ray plateaus as
resulting from the delayed injection of rotational energy
(with E˙rot ∼ 1050 − 1051 erg s−1) from a fast spinning
magnetar (Usov 1992; Zhang & Me´sza´ros 2001; Metzger
et al. 2011).
Further support to the GRB-magnetar scenario was
provided by the successful fitting of a large sample of
Long and Short GRB afterglows (Zhang & Me´sza´ros
2001; Troja et al. 2007; Lyons et al. 2010; Dall’Osso et
al. 2011; Bernardini et al. 2012; Rowlinson et al. 2010,
2013; Lu¨ & Zhang 2014) by modeling the plateau du-
ration and luminosity in terms of the spin-down energy
release timescale (τsd) and luminosity (Lsd):
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Fig. 1.— Top panel: the rest-frame plateau durations versus the luminosity (1–10000 keV) at the end of the plateaus for all the GRBs in
the sample (black = Long GRBs, Blue = Short GRBs, and Red = X-ray Flashes). Bottom panels: derived dipolar fields and initial spin
period assuming the GRB-magnetar model for two different values of efficiency () versus opening angle (θ) relation (see text for details).
The shaded grey area excludes the rotational periods that would exceed the mass shedding limit under any reasonable neutron star EoS
assumption.
T3 ' τsd = 2.05 (I45B−2p,15P 2msR−66 )
L49 ' Lsd = (B2p,15P−4msR66) ,
where T3 is the plateau duration in 10
3 s, L49 is the
plateau luminosity in 1049 erg s−1, I45 is the moment of
inertia in units of 1045g cm2, Bp,15 is the magnetic field
strength at the poles in units of 1015 G,R6 is the radius of
the neutron star in 106 cm, and Pms is the initial period
of the pulsar in milliseconds (Zhang & Me´sza´ros 2001;
Metzger et al. 2011)7. In this scenario, the spin down lu-
minosity and duration are expected to be anti-correlated
as: log(Lsd) = a− log(τsd), where a = log(1052 I−145 P−2−3 ).
Fitting the intrinsic plateaus it has been obtained that
a = 52.7 ± 0.5 and L49 ∝ T (−1.07±0.14)3 (Dainotti et al.
2013a; Rowlinson et al. 2014).
In our Galaxy we have discovered in the past few
decades about 20 magnetars (Duncan & Thompson 2002;
see Mereghetti 2008, Rea & Esposito 2011 for recent
reviews, and the McGill Magnetar Catalog8). They
are characterized by relatively bright X-ray luminosities
7 These equations apply to the electromagnetic dominated spin
down regime, since the gravitational wave dominated regime would
be extremely rapid and produce a negligible electromagnetic signal.
It is also assumed that the loss of rotational energy is given by the
magneto-dipole formula, whose validity in this scenario is highly
questionable.
8 http://www.physics.mcgill.ca/∼pulsar/magnetar/
(LX ∼ 1033− 1035erg s−1), rotational periods in the 0.3–
12 s range, strong X/γ-ray flares and outburst activity,
dipolar magnetic fields in the 6× 1012 − 1015 G, and es-
timated ages between ∼ 1− 103 kyr.
In this paper we investigate the possible GRB origin of
the magnetars in our Galaxy, as well as derive the limits
on the GRB-magnetar scenario imposed by the proper-
ties of the Galactic magnetars. In Sec. 2 we re-analyze
the Swift data of GRBs with good redshift measurements.
Fitting them with the GRB-magnetar model (see also
Rowlinson et al. 2014), we derive initial magnetic fields
and spin period distributions for the sample. In Sec. 3
we use state-of-the-art magnetar evolution models (Vi-
gano` et al. 2013) coupled with Pulsar Population Syn-
thesis simulations (Gullo´n et al. 2014, 2015) to constrain
the current properties of possible magnetars formed via
a GRB in our Galaxy in the past Myr, by comparing
synthetic populations with the observed Galactic popu-
lation. In Sec. 4 we discuss our results as well as the is-
sue of how many and which GRBs are expected to leave
behind a long-lived stable magnetar, and the large un-
certainties in the local GRB rates. We summarize our
results and draw conclusions in Sec. 5.
2. FITTING MAGNETAR-DRIVEN PLATEAUS TO THE
SWIFT LIGHT CURVES
We re-analyzed the sample of all GRB X-ray after-
glows, detected by Swift from January 2005 up to August
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Fig. 2.— Results of the Population Synthesis Simulations of our X-ray pulsar population plus 100 ”stable” magnetars formed via a GRB
in the past Myr in our Galaxy. Top panel: logN–logS of the simulated sample (red) compared with the observed X-ray fluxes (black).
Bottom panels: Spin period distribution of the observed X-ray pulsar population compared with the ”observable” simulated sample of
synthetic GRB-magnetars, and relative P − P˙ diagram. In the latter, the black and grey symbols represent the observed objects, while the
synthetic sample is displayed in red and blue. Grey and blue dots represent pulsars with X-ray fluxes of > 10−12erg s−1cm−2; black and
red dots are objects with fluxes 10−13 < fX < 10−12erg s−1cm−2.
2014 with firm redshift measurements, and for which the
light curves include early X-ray data and can be fitted
by the Willingale et al. (2007) phenomenological model.
We followed the fitting procedure presented in Dainotti
et al. (2013a), and we use the redshifts available in the
literature (Xiao & Schaefer 2009), in the Greiner web
page9 and in the Circulars Notice archive (GCN). The
total number of GRBs with known redshift (in the 0.033-
9.4 range) observed by Swift until 2014 August 14th is
283 (63 of which are SGRBs, and 25 are X-ray Flashes;
XRFs), but not all these GRBs show a well-defined X-
ray plateau emission. We found that among those, 176
GRBs afterglows (14 of which are SGRBs, and all the
25 XRFs) are well fitted by an X-ray plateau model, as
described in Dainotti et al. (2013a). The fitting proce-
dure fails either when it gives unreasonable values of the
errors or when the determination of confidence interval
in 1 σ does not fulfill the Avni (1976) prescriptions10.
We plot in Fig. 1 (left panel) the rest-frame plateau
luminosities in the Swift bolometric band (Emin=1,
Emax=10000 keV) at the time Ta (end time of the
plateau). The luminosities are computed from:
9 http://www.mpe.mpg.de/ jcg/grbgen.html
10 http://heasarc.nasa.gov/xanadu/xspec/manual/
LX(Emin, Emax, Ta) = 4piD
2
L(z)FX(Emin, Emax, Ta) ×
K, where DL(z) is the GRB luminosity distance (we
have assumed a ΛCDM flat cosmological model with
ΩM = 0.28 and H0 = 70kms
−1Mpc−1), FX is the mea-
sured X-ray energy flux, K = (1+z)−1+βa is the so called
K -correction, where βa is the spectral index assuming a
simple power law spectrum (Evans et al. 2009; Dainotti
et al. 2010). Note that, in the current paper we use
the variables L49 and T3 corrected for selection bias and
redshift evolution (namely, de-evolved). This approach
is slightly different from the one presented in Rowlinson
et al. (2014): in this work we derive the slope of the
correlation directly by using the de-evolved luminosity
and time observables. In Rowlinson et al. (2014) the
slope is fixed to the intrinsic one and the normalization
is derived from the simulated data. This slightly differ-
ent approach do not change the results, since the intrinsic
slope used in Rowlinson et al. (2014) has been computed
taking into account the same evolution. Caveats on the
use of the observed slope instead of the intrinsic one have
been discussed in Dainotti et al. (2013b). Since the rest
frame time and luminosity we use are already corrected
for selection bias and redshift evolution, the derived spin
period and the magnetic field are unbiased too (this is
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a crucial point often omitted in the literature). In our
analysis we have taken into account the undetected pop-
ulation of GRBs through the correction of the observed
variables with the Efron & Petrosian (1992) method.
In Fig. 1 (middle and left panels) we then report on
the inferred initial magnetic fields (at the neutron star
pole) and spin period distributions derived from model-
ing the plateau luminosities and durations with a GRB-
magnetar model (Zhang & Meszaros 2001), namely:
B20p,15 ' 4.2025I245R−66 [Lsd,49 ∗ /(1− cos θ)]−1τ−2sd,3
P 20,−3 ' 2.05I45[Lsd,49 ∗ /(1− cos θ)]−1τ−1sd,3 ,
where  is the conversion efficiency of extracting rota-
tional energy from the newly born pulsar, and θ is the
beaming angle. We have studied the dependence of the
derived initial B0 and P0 distributions on these two un-
known quantities. Lowering the efficiency factor results
in a net shift of the resulting B-fields and periods to-
wards lower values (with several GRBs requiring unphys-
ically low values of the birth rotational period; see e.g.
Fig. 1 right panel). On the other hand, assuming an ex-
tremely beamed emission has the opposite effect, shift-
ing all inferred values toward longer spin periods but
unreasonably high magnetic fields (see also below). By
studying the set of parameters that better reproduce the
luminosity-time correlation, Rowlinson et al. (2014) pro-
pose a range for /(1 − cos θ) ' 2 − 4; this range leads
to very high initial magnetic fields. For our purposes, we
adopt the less problematic case /(1−cos θ) = 1, but our
conclusions will be unchanged if we assume larger values.
From the Swift X-ray plateau modeling we can derive
a B0 distribution for all GRBs, which we have distin-
guished in different classes. As it can be noted from
Fig. 1 (i.e. middle panel), there is no evidence for a dis-
tinct B0 and P0 distributions as a function of the GRB
class.
The B0 field distribution of the resulting magnetars for
all GRBs is well fitted by a log-normal distribution cen-
tered at logB0 = 15.1 with a dispersion of σ ' 0.55. In-
ferred rotational periods at birth range between ∼ 0.1 ms
and 70 ms (with a single outlier around 800 ms). We note
that the fits give many unphysically short spin periods
that would exceed the mass shedding limit, which, de-
pending on the neutron star mass, can be placed between
0.6 and 1.5 ms (see e.g. Goussard, Haensel & Zdunik
1998).
3. NEUTRON STAR POPULATION SYNTHESIS
SIMULATIONS AND RESULTS
In Gullo´n et al. (2015) we have performed a Popula-
tion Synthesis analysis considering both the radio-pulsar
and the thermal X-ray emitting neutron star populations
(comprising the magnetars), taking advantage of 2D nu-
merical simulations of the magneto-thermal neutron star
evolution (Vigano` et al. 2013). We refer to Gullo´n et al.
(2014, 2015) for details on the Monte Carlo simulations
used to synthesize the Galactic neutron star populations.
This analysis allowed us to derive the best set of pa-
rameters (B0 and P0 distributions) consistent with both
the current pulsar and magnetar P − P˙ distributions.
The most important result of this work was the discov-
ery that a single log-normal B-field distribution function
could not explain at the same time the radio pulsars and
the magnetars. Either a truncated log-normal B distri-
bution, or a binormal distribution with two distinct pop-
ulations, were needed. More importantly, in both cases
the current lack of detected isolated X-ray pulsars with
periods > 12 s strongly constrains the number of Galac-
tic neutron stars born with B0 > 10
15 G .
We begin the simulations with the assumption of two
different populations: normal radio-pulsars, and mag-
netars associated to GRBs. For the radio-pulsar pop-
ulation, we use the best fit parameters corresponding
to model D in Gullo´n et al. 2015, which successfully
fits the radio-pulsar population properties. The initial
magnetic field distribution for the synthetic magnetars
is assumed to be the one consistent with the GRB-
magnetar association obtained in Sec. 2 (a log-normal
distribution centered at logB0 = 15.1 with dispersion
σ = 0.55). For every synthetic magnetar, the initial pe-
riod P0 was forced to be correlated with B0 by the for-
mula: logP0 = −6.2 + 0.22 logB0, being the observed
correlation between these quantities intrinsic, and en-
compassing all different kind of GRBs (see Fig. 1 and
Dainotti et al. 2013a; Rowlinson et al. 2014). We stress
that the particular choice of P0 is completely irrelevant
for our results, since the high average magnetic field of
the population makes them spin-down very fast to reach
higher periods. Assuming an initial period of 1 or 10 ms
makes no difference for the results discussed below.
The only parameter that still needs to be fixed is the
relative normalization of the number of radio pulsars and
GRB-magnetars, the latter being expected to be propor-
tional to the product of the GRB rate (ρGRB) at z=0,
and the fraction of GRBs expected to leave as a remnant
compact object a ”stable” magnetar (fmag; i.e. that sur-
vives subsequent collapse to a black hole). Given the
large uncertainties in these two quantities, and the dif-
ferences related to the different GRB types, we first run
simulations and derive probabilities as a function of a
general ρGRB ∗fmag ≡ Ngen: namely the number of ”sta-
ble” magnetars that were formed via a GRB in the Milky
Way in the past million years, regardless of the GRB type
(this is allowed by the fact that all types have a similar
B0 distribution; see Fig. 1). We then discuss differences
in our conclusions for different GRB types in Sec. 4. Note
that there is no GRB beaming effect involved in the de-
tectability of the remnant as an X-ray pulsar, so there
could be unseen GRBs leaving behind a visible magne-
tar. Initial positions in the Galaxy are drawn from the
radial probability distribution of Yusifov & Kucuk (2004)
within the Galactic spiral arms. The position of each
magnetar is then evolved until its present age, by solving
the Newtonian equations of motion under the influence
of the smooth Galactic gravitational potential (Kuijken
& Gilmore 1989; Carlberg & Innanen 1987). The age of
each star is randomly uniform in the interval [0, 1] Myr.
Spatial kick velocities and the inclination angle (between
rotational and magnetic axes) are also randomly selected.
In order to account for the detections in the X-ray band
we assume blackbody emission plus Resonant Compton
Scattering, as typical of magnetars’ spectra (Rea et al.
2008; Zane et al. 2009). The photoelectric absorption
along the line of sight is also considered (see Gullo´n et
al. 2015 for further details).
In Fig. 1 we report the results of a typical realiza-
tion with Ngen = 100 magnetars (plus the large number
5of radio-pulsars fitting the radio-pulsar population) by
showing their predicted P−P˙ and logN−logS diagrams
for the visible X-ray pulsars at present, compared with
the observed sources. We show results with two different
cut-offs in absorbed X-ray fluxes, at 10−13 and 10−12 erg
s−1 cm−2. In the left panel, we see that the total number
of X-ray pulsars we observe in our Galaxy (after filtering
for selection effects) is roughly consistent with the simu-
lated radio pulsars plus 100 GRB-magnetars. This con-
firms our initial assumption of ρGRB∗fmag ≡ Ngen = 100
in order to explain the currently observed ∼20 magnetars
(after selection effects). However, it is clear that their
distribution of X-ray fluxes and spin periods are quite dif-
ferent from the observed population. As expected, from
the extremely high B0 inferred from the GRB plateaus,
the simulated GRB magnetars are too bright and too
slow compared with the observed magnetars. These dis-
crepancies are even more pronounced if we change the
efficiency/beaming factor (/(1−cos θ)) within the GRB-
magnetar scenario, and cannot be mitigated by changing
the magneto-thermal evolutionary model, or the crustal
microphysics assumptions within reasonable values (Vi-
gano` et al. 2013; Pons, Vigano` & Rea 2013).
Note that if some GRBs not showing a plateau phase
still have magnetar central engines, i.e. with lower ini-
tial B-fields (hence with X-ray plateaus too faint to be
detected over the afterglow), this will not change our
conclusions, because the initial GRB-magnetar B-field
distribution will not change systematically to lower val-
ues, but the log-normal distribution will only be slightly
skewed to include also these putative additional GRB-
magnetars with lower B0.
Hence, our first result is that our observed population
of magnetars cannot be formed via a GRB (regardless
of the assumptions on the rates or the different GRB
types) because they would have luminosity and period
distributions largely inconsistent with the observational
data.
We can now estimate the maximum number of ”stable”
GRB-magnetars in the Milky Way left behind in the past
Myr, that is still compatible with the observations.
As shown in Gullo´n et al. 2015, the number of de-
tectable synthetic magnetars in each realization closely
follows a Poissonian distribution with mean value λ =
Ngen ∗ p, where p is the detection probability (note that
we assume the GRB rate constant over 1 Myr timescale).
We have calculated this probability by performing a large
number of runs (∼ 500 realizations), and we obtained
p = 0.18 and p = 0.28 for fluxes > 10−12 and > 10−13,
respectively.
Since the most constraining observational fact is the
lack of X-ray pulsars with periods greater than 12 s, we
can calculate the probability of not detecting any pul-
sar with P > 12 s, which is e−λ. In Fig. 3 we plot the
no-detection probability of magnetars with spin period
> 12 s as a function of Ngen, the number of ”stable”
magnetars formed in the Milky Way via a GRB in the
past Myr. The figure compares the results for two dif-
ferent flux thresholds, 10−13 erg s−1 cm−2 (dashed red)
and 10−12 (solid blue) erg s−1 cm−2. These two fluxes
roughly encompass the range in which we believe our
X-ray sample of detected X-ray pulsar is nearly com-
plete. Thus, assuming our sample is complete above
99% confidence level 
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Fig. 3.— Probability of the no-detection of a synthetic magnetar
with a spin period > 12 s as a function of the injected number of
”stable” magnetars for two cuts fluxes: 10−13 (dashed red) and
10−12 (solid blue) erg s−1 cm−2. The grey line indicates the 99%
confidence level.
fluxes > 10−13 erg s−1 cm−2, only in one per cent of
the simulations we do not find any visible pulsar with
P > 12 s, which means that we can establish the upper
limit ρGRB ∗ fmag < 16 with a 99% confidence level.
The above conclusions are in principle valid for any
GRB type leaving behind a ”stable” magnetar. However,
as we will discuss further in the following section, the
upper limit we derived is eventually meaningful only for
LGRBs, given that SGRBs are hardly expected to leave
any ”stable” magnetar, and expected to collapse into a
black hole soon after the X-ray plateau phase in most of
the cases.
4. DISCUSSION
We have performed neutron star population synthe-
sis simulations, to set constraints on the GRB-magnetar
scenario by means of the Galactic population of highly
magnetized neutron stars. By assuming that the X-ray
plateau phases of GRB afterglows are powered by the ro-
tational energy of a newly born, rapidly spinning magne-
tar central engine, we derived from the Swift GRB sample
the resulting initial B-field and spin period distribution
of such newly born magnetars. Using these distributions,
we simulated the properties of a synthetic population of
magnetars formed in our Galaxy in the past Myr via a
GRB.
We found that, if we assume ∼100 GRBs leaving be-
hind a ”stable” magnetar in the past Myr, the number
of ”observable” objects (considering the predicted prop-
erties of such simulated magnetars and all the observa-
tional biases) roughly agrees with the number of mag-
netars we currently observe in the Milky Way (∼ 20).
However, the properties of the simulated sample of GRB-
magnetars are inconsistent with what observed: they are
too bright, and spin too slowly, with spin periods far ex-
ceeding the observed limit of 12 s for the Galactic pulsar
population (see Pons, Vigano` & Rea 2013).
This result was not totally unexpected given that, to
model the current population of pulsars and magnetars
in our Galaxy, it was recently observed that the ini-
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tial B-field distribution should not allow fields in ex-
cess of 1015 G, otherwise the limiting spin period ob-
served in isolated pulsars (∼ 12 s) cannot be reconciled
(Gullo´n et al. 2015; Popov 2015). The magnetars that
GRBs need to form to supply spin-down energy to the
X-ray plateaus, are ”super-magnetars”, having initial B-
fields significantly larger than those extrapolated for our
Galactic magnetars.
Given that the number of observable magnetars is re-
produced, but their general properties are not, we can
safely conclude that assuming the GRB-magnetar sce-
nario in its present formulation, in particular that X-ray
plateaus are powered by spin-down energy, our Galactic
magnetars (regardless the assumed GRB type or rate at
z=0) should be mostly formed by a distinct formation
path than a GRB. Most likely a type of Core-Collapse
SNe different from the Type Ib/c connected to Long
GRBs. In this contest, this would also mean that GRB-
like SNe should systematically produced stronger mag-
netic fields in the proto-magnetar than other CC-SNe11.
4.1. General estimates of the fraction of expected stable
magnetars (fmag), and GRB rates at z=0
To put our simulations in contest, we discuss here cur-
rent estimates of the local GRB rates, and of the proba-
bility for a magnetar born associated to a GRB to survive
or collapse to a black hole after the X-ray plateau phase.
Note that both these quantities are extremely uncertain.
If we proceed observationally to derive fmag, within the
GRB-magnetar model, we can assume that if an X-ray
plateau is observed the GRB formed a magnetar. From
the Swift GRB reanalysis we derived that, for LGRBs, in
70% of the cases we can reasonably fit a plateau phase
(137 cases over 195), for SGRBs, a plateau improves the
fit in 23% of the cases, and for XRFs in 100%. We then
assume this percentage as the minimum percentage of
GRBs having a magnetar engine powering the plateaus
(in the others the plateau could had been missed or too
faint).
Subsequently, we assume to zeroth order that if there
is no collapse onto a black hole (i.e. due to residual
accretion onto the newly formed magnetar), at the end
of the X-ray plateau there is no sharp decay in time, and
the afterglow decays as t−α, with α ≤ 2. To estimate the
fraction of magnetars that collapse, we have counted in
how many cases we found a subsequent t−α decay with
α > 2. We find that such steep decay after the X-ray
plateau is detected in 14 LGRBs, among the 137 with
an X-ray plateau. We can then roughly estimate that
the fraction of LGRBs leaving a ”stable” magnetar is
fmag ∼ 0.63.
Regarding the determination of the LGRB rates at
z=0, two main approaches have been discussed in the
literature (in addition to the limits inferred via radio af-
terglow constraints; Perna & Loeb 1998). The first ap-
proach derives the local LGRB rate from the GRB asso-
ciation with SN Type Ib/c. Radio and optical SN surveys
suggest that ∼ 25% of all CC-supernovae are Type Ib/c,
but only 3-10% of those are related to LGRBs (Berger et
11 Unfortunately assessing whether this is or not the case is
currently beyond the capabilities of current simulations of magnetic
field formation in proto-neutron stars (and certainly far from the
aim of this work).
al. 2003; Soderberg et al. 2006, 2010; Li et al. 2011; Lien
et al. 2014). In the local Universe this type of SNe have
a rate of ρSN−Ib/c = 1.7 × 104 Gpc−3 yr−1 (Cappellaro
et al. 1999, Soderberg et al. 2010). With one galaxy
in 100 Mpc3 (or equivalently, with the Milky Way vol-
ume of about 10−7 Gpc3; Panter et al. 2007) this results
in ∼50–170 GRB-SN Ib/c events within the last million
years.
A different approach relies on a direct inversion of the
redshift-luminosity distribution of the observed LGRBs
to infer their local rate. This method needs to im-
pose a low-luminosity cutoff to avoid divergences (see
e.g. discussion in Guetta et al. 2004). A comprehen-
sive study with Swift GRBs up to 2010 was performed
by Wanderman & Piran (2010). With a low-L cutoff
of L > L50 ≡ 1050erg s−1, they inferred a local rate of
ρLGRB(L>L50) = (1.3 ± 0.6)f−1b (Gpc−3 yr−1). Correct-
ing for a beaming factor of about f−1b = 70 (see Guetta
et al. 2005; Fong et al. 2012), we expect ∼9 LGRBL>50
events in 1 Myr. We caveat here that there might be a
metallicity dependence in extrapolating this GRB rate
at z=0 (in particular Milky Way-like galaxies seem not
to be the preferred hosts for LGRBs; see e.g. Robert-
son & Ellis 2012; Salvaterra et al 2012; Trenti et al.
2013, 2015). However, while some evidence points to-
wards a preference of LGRBs for low-metallicity hosts
(e.g. Modjaz et al. 2008; Graham & Fruchter 2013),
some outliers have also been discovered (Savaglio et al.
2012; Levesque 2014). The uncertain dependence of the
GRB rate on metallicity and star formation, as well as
on redshift, only contributes to increase the uncertainties
of the local LGRB rate determination (Jimenez & Piran
2013; Dainotti et al. 2015). For the above reasons we
do not enter in the metallicity/redshift/star formation
rate dependence discussion, especially because it is not
so relevant for the work presented here.
As Wanderman & Piran (2010) discuss in their Sec.
6.2, there are several low-luminosity LGRBsL<50 that are
not taken into account in their estimated rate. Given
their faint nature, LGRBs with L < L50 could have a
rate much larger than for brighter LGRBs, but at this
time it remains even more uncertain. Current estimates
state that they should be roughly 10 times more nu-
merous than the LGRBsL>50 (Soderberg et al. 2006a,
2010), and have very low beaming factors. Guetta &
Della Valle (2007) attempted to estimate their local
rates on the basis of the few known events, and inferred
∼ 380+620−225(Gpc−3 yr−1), which would result in about 38
low-luminosity LGRB events in the past Myr (again with
large errors). This is consistent with a similar estimate
found by Liang et al. (2007), assessing the rate of the
low-luminosity LGRBs as ∼ 0.7% of all Type Ib/c SN.
Summarizing, the different approaches estimate that
the total (very uncertain), beaming corrected, LGRBs
rate at z=0 should range within ∼50–170 (considering
also the low luminosity ones) in our Galaxy in the past
Myr, depending on the different approaches in the liter-
ature.
For SGRBs, Wanderman & Piran (2015) derived
ρSGRB = (4±2)f−1b (Gpc−3 yr−1), where f−1b is the GRB
beaming factor. Assuming f−1b = 30 (see Fong et al.
2012), we then expect ∼12 SGRB events in our Galaxy
7in the past Myr. The estimate of fmag for SGRBs is
even more difficult than for LGRBs. Observationally,
this is very much limited by the smaller sample to be
meaningful. On the other hand, theoretically, while it
has been demonstrated via general relativistic, magneto-
hydrodynamical simulations that the formation of a sta-
ble neutron star from the merger of two small neutron
stars (∼ 1.2M) is possible (Giacomazzo & Perna 2013;
Dall’Osso et al. 2015), the formation rate depends on the
rate at which the small-mass neutron stars are formed at
birth, as well as on the neutron star equation of state
(which determines the maximum mass of the resulting
magnetar), and on the magnitude of the subsequent rate
of accretion.
All in all, since the statistics of neutron star masses
in binaries are still too small to draw quantitative es-
timates, and the local, galactic SGRB rates are smaller
than those of LGRBs anyways, we have adopted the con-
servative assumption that the possible contribution from
SGRBs to the observed galactic magnetar population is
negligible (note also that Galactic magnetars are mostly
located in the Galactic plane and in massive star clus-
ters, unlike what would be expected for the remnants of
a compact merger). Hence, even if our results are not de-
pendent on the GRB type, but require only such GRB to
leave a ”stable” magnetar behind, eventually our conclu-
sions and constraints are meaningful only for the LGRB
population.
4.2. Constraints on Long GRBs
With our simulations we have also estimated the prob-
ability of non-detecting a GRB-formed magnetar in our
current population as a function of the number of ”sta-
ble” magnetars that a GRB, mainly LGRBs, have left in
the galaxy in the last Myr, namely ρGRB ∗fmag. We find
that, in order to reconcile at a 99% confidence level the
non-detection of a GRB-magnetar compact remnant in
our Galaxy (meaning non-detecting any magnetar with
P > 12 s), the quantity ρGRB ∗ fmag should not exceed
≤ 16 Gal−1 Myr−1. This number depends mainly on the
completeness of the X-ray sample of observed neutron
stars, hence it can be revised further, and become more
stringent, with the advent of new deep X-ray surveys
such as eROSITA (Merloni et al. 2012).
Extrapolating current LGRB rate estimates, we de-
rived rough values of ρLGRB ∼ 50 − 170 Gal−1 Myr−1,
and fmag ∼ 0.63 (from fitting the Swift data), that re-
sult in ρLGRB ∗ fmag ∼ 30 − 110. This is somewhat
larger (although with large uncertainties) than the max-
imum allowed number of GRB ”super-magnetars” in our
Galaxy (< 16 at 99% confidence level).
5. CONCLUSIONS
Our results show that the initial B-field distribution
needed to explain the GRB X-ray plateaus in terms of
a fast spinning magnetar does not reconcile the prop-
erties of these GRB-magnetars with our Galactic mag-
netar population, even using the most favorable choices
of efficiency/beaming factors. We should then allow the
existence of magnetars and ”super-magnetars”, with two
different progenitors and formation path, and different
magnetic field formation efficiency.
Even though the large uncertainties in the GRB rates
at z=0, in the metallicity and star formation rate de-
pendences, and in the fraction of neutron stars collaps-
ing to a black hole, do not allow anyhow to rule out
the GRB-magnetar model on the basis of the observed
Galactic population, several fine-tunings are needed to
maintain the model in its present form, and keeping the
interpretation that X-ray plateaus are necessarily due to
spin-down energy (i.e. we should allow some progenitors
or environments to create systematically more magnetic
stellar remnants than others).
If those stable GRB-formed ”super-magnetars” indeed
exist, their current non-detection in our Galaxy can be
used to put limits on ρLGRB ∗fmag, that will get possibly
more and more constraining by means of future deep X-
ray surveys.
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